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W hen Tony Blair opened the National Mountaineering Exhibition at
the subterranean Rheged Centre, near Penrith, the declaratory,

ribbon-cutting bit of the ceremony was the unveiling of Scafell Crag, a
monumental painting by the Ambleside artist and AC member Julian
Cooper. The five-metre-high canvas hangs in the steel and glass atrium by
the entrance to the exhibition, its heavily textured surface of oils over a
gritty ground-layer, a piece of the living rock brought indoors.

The Prime Minister gazed up at it briefly in the unseeing way public figures
do when duty obliges them to unveil a work of art they do not understand.
He had described the exhibition as 'fantastic' and was impressed by the
coincidence that at the moment in 1953 when he - the infant Blair - came
into the world at an Edinburgh hospital, his guide at Rheged, George Band,
had been in a tent on the Khumbu icefall with Tenzing Norgay, opening
the way for the first ascent of Everest.

But neither art nor mountains are among Mr Blair's passions and at
Rheged the prime ministerial mind was elsewhere, on the angry farmers
bellowing abuse outside the centre. Foot and mouth still plagued Cumbria.
He certainly did not notice Julian Cooper at the back of the launch party
throng, insisting over and again 'but it's not finished'. Nor did most of
mountaineering's great and good, sipping champagne and trying to recall
past encounters with the great crag.

There were certainly no blank spaces on the canvas. Two traditionalists
were enjoying a day out on Crenation Ridge up Pike's Crag in the foreground
of the painting, with the leader - David Craig was the mode1- just pulling
on to the blocky summit. And the dark diagonals of the main crag brooded
in the background, devoid of activity as they are on most days. It is, after
all, the highest and wettest place in England.

For Cooper, the work was not yet telling the story he had set himself - the
continuum from scrambling to the cutting edge on a crag that encompasses
the history of British rock climbing. Just out of sight is Broad Stand, where
it all began with Coleridge in 1802, while ahead rise Botterill's Slab, Central
Buttress, White Wizard (E2) and Ringwraith (E5), all three-star routes. Cooper
had always intended there should be climbers on Scafell Crag. That was
why the painting was, in his eyes, unfinished. The Mountain Heritage Trust,
responsible for the exhibition, wanted to open by summer 2001 and when,
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28. Julian Cooper at work on 'Scafell Crag' in his Ambleside studio. (Stephen Goodwin) (P169)
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to their joy, the Prime Minister agreed to perform the ceremony, they needed
Cooper's painting in a hurry for the grand gesture. Julian, however, is not
one for a rushed job. He had been working on the practicals of Scafell for
two years, making sketches, taking innumerable photographs, buying and
erecting in his studio the scaffolding necessary to tackle such a large painting.

The first time I saw the work was that June. The canvas was on frame
screwed to the wall of the Ambleside studio, where the ceiling was just
high enough. Cooper was leaning from the scaffold, rubbing out David
Craig with a turps rag. His literary friend's head was then brought into
bolder proftle above the ridge. It was, as they say in the catalogues, a 'work
in progress'. There was no hint at the time of the prime ministerial visit
and the artist was keen to get back in touch with his subject. Foot and
mouth had kept Scafell out of bounds for months, preventing him from
sketching or photographing climbers in action, but at last some of the hated
red and white tape was being removed. He wanted another look across
from above Pike's Crag - the view of the painting you get when crossing
the 'Himalayan bridge' to the exhiBition - and perhaps we would get a bit
of a route in.

I had written about Cooper's work a couple of times for The Independent.
The last was a feature wrapped around a wet and windy climb on Gimmer,
trying to look at mountains through an artist's sensibilities. He knows I am
a Philistine and was despairing of my concentration on meaning and
allegory in his work rather than the art itself. 'Painting is never really just
about something. It's a bit more mysterious than that,' he chided. At the
time, he was preparing for a trip to Pangpema on the north side of
Kangchenjunga - a visit that has produced a powerful set of work acclaimed
by one critic in The Spectator as 'triumphs of mountaineering art'. It exudes
a confidence found after a long and rather lonely search for a new way of
interpreting landscape.

The paintings are of rock and ice faces, several in abstract close-up, caught
in sun and cold shadow. As with Scafell, almost anyway, there is often no
skyline on a Cooper mountain, forcing you to look it directly in the face
instead of simply viewing the mountain within a greater landscape or
plotting a way to its summit. The effect is a heightened realism, the
primordial power of Chang Rimal or Sobithongie bearing out to the viewer.

Born in 1947, Cooper is a painter of figures and landscapes, usually
together. Man's relationship with, or divorce from, the environment is central
to his work. The Kangchenjunga series includes some surprise interiors of
Bhotia huts in Kambachen: blazing hearth, a man sipping chang from a
pot, and dazzling snow and ice exteriors glimpsed though cracks in the
plank walls. My favourite figurative work from Cooper's Nepal expedition
is a large oil on canvas entitled 'Swing, Arnjilassa'. A brightly clad girl is
poised giddily over the deep valley of the Ghunsa Kola - Amjilassa is on
the walk-in to Pangpema - on one of those arched bamboo swings that
appear around the time of the Dasain festival.
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To a safety-conscious western eye, the swings can look hazardous. But
there is no feel of risk here. The girl is exulting in the wind rush over Cooper's
plunging abstract of terraces and wooded cliffs - like a raven in aerobatic
tumble over his Lakeland fells. Figures are conspicuously absent from the
big mountain paintings in this set - nor would there be any climbers on
most of these unstable faces in real life. But the dialogue, of course, is with
man and, as Cooper will tell you, mountain and man are inseparable; we
are specks at the other timeless end of the molten ferment to which the
rock bastions bear witness. The figure has been 'absorbed by the ground'.

During 2002, the Kangchenjunga paintings were exhibited, to acclaim,
at the 3°W Gallery in Grasmere and the Art Space Gallery in London.
The catalogue produced by the Wordsworth Trust for the 'Mind Has
Mountains' exhibition at Grasmere, contains an overview of Cooper and
his work by the critic Andrew Lambirth, well reproduced plates of the
paintings, and an essay by the artist himself. Available from the Trust, price
£10, it is, to my mind, one of the best reflections on mountains published
in recent years, coming at a refreshingly different angle from purely that of
a climber or wordsmith. Cooper's accumulated memory as an 'occasional'
climber emerges in the realistic detail of his work but it is the being there in
the vertiginous wild, not reaching the top, that is important to him. 'With a
painting it's to do with the middle, the actual rock which is climbed, not the
climb. That's why I chop the summit of the mountain off, so that all you're
looking at is the arena within the belly of the mountain itself, its life.'

These philosophic issues of man, art and mountains are the sort of thing
we had intended to discuss on our walk to Pike's Crag, and while looking
across to Scafell, that June day. But for most of the plod up by Lingmell
Beck to Hollow Stones we just gossiped and railed against the absurdities
of the access restrictions during foot and mouth. It was the time of the
manned checkpoints and we had had to disinfect our boots at Brackenclose.
The whole Wasdale corner of the Lake District was really quiet, nobody
was heading for the crags and there was a general uncertainty as to what
was 'open'.

Julian wanted to study his subject for the Rheged painting from a
viewpoint above Pike's Crag and we decided to reach it via Wall and Crack
Climb, a two-star V Diff. The route goes up the 'apparent' left-hand edge of
the crag. But I had never been there before and assumed the artist knew the
way. His father, after all, had sketched the Lakeland crags for the Fell and
Rock guide books and had trailed the young Julian, paint box in hand,
around on his fell wanderings. At the 'apparent' left-hand ridge we roped
up and Cooper stepped aside. I cannot remember his excuse, probably the
heavy cameras. The climbing was okay but after fifteen metres or so became
a little too absorbing for V Diffand, far from the polished holds mentioned
in the guidebook, there was no sign of human passage at all.

Wrong route, in fact wrong part of the crag altogether. We were actually
on Mare Nest Buttress, part way up Isis, a VS put up in the 1960s and
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virtually ignored since. The day was getting on and if Cooper was to get his
photographs we could not spend much more time prospecting, gazing at
the 'belly of the mountain', whatever its artistic significance. We opted for
the obvious and scrambled up Crenation Ridge, giving Julian the satisfaction
of curling his fingers over the same summit block handhold as David Craig
- a case of life imitating his own art.

Back in the studio, the main crag was acquiring its paint-rich, textured
form. The canvas had been primed with a ground layer made up of umber
and red oxide pigments, earth and sand. Layers of paint built up, sometimes
succumbing like the rock itself to the forces of gravity and peeling away,
dribbles of dark ooze staining slabs and lining Scafell's slanting grooves.
But this was painting intended to tell the story of British rock climbing,
commissioned as a piece of public art, and Cooper needed figures on those
classic routes. There could be no relying on metaphysical codes for this one.

The pressures were piling up. Rheged and the exhibition team were
agitating for the picture in a presentable state. Dates and the celebrity were
kept vague at first but Cooper was'under orders to deliver. It was around
this time that a friend lent him Emile Zola's novel The Masterpiece with its
doomed artist loosely based on the author's friend Cezanne. Cooper could
not help but see the parallel with his own increasingly fraught project and
was aghast at the story's denouement. He called a few days before the Blair
visit in late July. 'He's hanged himself!' In front of his masterpiece, too.
'What kind of bloody friend gives you a book like that?'

It proved impossible to persuade any climbers on to Scafell before the
deadline and so the canvas was hoisted into place unfinished - at least in
the artist's eyes. The jamboree over, Cooper's plan was to take down the
painting during the winter and finish it in a nearby barn belonging to Lord
Inglewood, politician, farmer and patron of all things Cumbrian. But the
weather was playing the devil. Chris Bonington and John Porter agreed to
climb and pose on the verticality of Central Buttress - what better route than
Herford's breakthrough of 1914 to epitomise our game? - only to be deterred
by a stormy forecast. As autumn took hold, it looked as if Cooper was
going to have to resort to artistic licence.

Towards the end of the month he decided to have one more shot, bypassing
supermodels this time and instead recruiting three journeymen: Grasmere
climber Jim Evans, my son Danny and myself. Hopes were not high as we
met near Keswick in drizzle and, though the low cloud lifted somewhat as
we drove down the west coast, the prospect remained uncertain all the way
to the foot of the crag. It looked pretty greasy but the consensus was we would
give Moss GhylI Grooves a try. It was centre frame for the painting, but there
was some doubt Julian would be able to see us from above Pike's Crag.

The weather was odd. The wind had dropped away entirely and there
was a good deal of blue sky. Yet hanging below Mickledore, blocking the
line of sight, was a roll of dense mist. All the way up the first two pitches
we were enveloped in its shroud. The rock was wet in the back of the grooves
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but once on the arete, after the delicate traverse to the Pedestal, the climbers
were happy enough.

'The only snag is, I don't suppose Julian can see us,' I shouted to Jim and
Danny.

'No, he bloody can't,' came a disembodied reply through the stillness
from the direction of Pike's Crag.

The artist got his break though. As we cruised up the glorious slab above
the Look Out, a breath from the west lifted the mist and Cooper's long lens
found its target. And as a bonus, another party had started up Botterill's
Slab, probably better timed to reap the limelight than ourselves.

By the time this 2002 Alpine Journal appears, Julian Cooper's Scafell Crag
should be back in place at the Mountaineering Museum with climbers on
its finest lines. The scale is too vast for individuals to be identified, though
I'll be looking for my red helmet, and I guess that is part of its message. We
are no more than mayflies, dancing ever so fleetingly across the face of the
infinite.
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